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Parents as Talent Developers offers concrete advice to parents who are helping their children navigate the challenges 
of education.

James Reed Campbell and Brenda Harewood’s Parents as Talent Developers validates the fervent hope that 
so many parents hold dear: that their efforts to raise academically motivated kids can be stronger than outside 
influences.

The authors argue that engaged parents who use a systematic approach to motivate and support their 
children can surmount challenges like underfunded schools, underperforming teachers, and peer pressure.

This book focuses on African American and Latino households. Drawing from extensive primary and 
secondary research, it shares ninety-six best practices of parents with scholastically high-performing children. These 
practices—called “kernels”—are the seeds that provide the source for children’s continued growth, success, and 
pursuit of excellence in education.

Including stern admonitions (“No TV before homework”), mother wit (“Effort is necessary for ability to show”), 
and thoughtful perspectives (“It’s not where you come from, it’s where you are going”), these kernels derive from hard-
earned experience and are easy to employ. They are imparted without professional jargon and are certain to motivate.

Chapters walk through typical situational challenges, such as countering the hazards of peer pressure, 
balancing the demands of work with giving attention to one’s children, and guiding and monitoring children. In each 
chapter, the authors embed related kernels that will help parents address such challenges and establish enough trust 
and communication with their children that they can become independent, resourceful adults.

As emphasized, these tools do not come from typical parents. They are instead gleaned from those 
“exceptional” parents who have created an above-all academic home climate made up of rules, expectations, habits, 
and communication that work together in the pursuit of scholastic excellence for their children.

Theories are buttressed with a hefty dose of research, all of which is well documented at the back of the book. 
Chapters flow in an organic fashion. While adding a table of contents would help with navigability, the authors’ 
authoritative writing style makes reading chapters, even out of sequence, easy.

Some challenges, such as balancing the workload expectations of college-bound students, get short shrift. 
But that may be a premature worry for parents who have yet to create an optimum academic home climate. Parents 
with special needs children may not see themselves in this book, which better serves those who fit into the structure of 
traditional education.

Parents as Talent Developers offers concrete advice that parents can return to time and time again as their 
children matriculate through increasingly higher levels of formal education.
PATRICIA KUTZA
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